
Biological Evolution!

Darwinian Evolution !
and !

Natural Selection!



Major Concepts!
1.  Linnaean Classification and Genetic Analysis!

2.  Fossils!

3.  Radioactive Dating!

4.  Fossil Record!

5.  Theory of Evolution!
!Random, Inheritable Variations!
Natural Selection!



6.  Examples of Evolution!
!
7.  Gradualism and Punctuated Equilibrium!
!
8.  Mass Extinctions!

9.  Sex and Evolution!

10.  Timescales!

11.   Estimate of fi (includes next lecture)!

Major Concepts,  cont.!



1.7 × 106 known!

107  - 108 ?!

E. O. Wilson: !
The Diversity of Life!



Diversity of Life!

More than 1.7 × 106 species known!
Estimates of at least 9 × 106 !
Mostly Insects!!
More species on land than in sea (~10 times)!
Bacteria & other prokaryotes? (hard to count)!
Samples of DNA in nature: > 99% unidentified!
Similarity at biochemical level (genetic code)!
⇒ Common ancestor!
Origin of Diversity?!



Hierarchical Classification!

•  Originally by Linnaeus!
•  Based on outward form!
•  Now can be checked with genetic analysis!
•  Lower levels imply closer relationship!
•  Higher levels are more inclusive!
•  Until recently, kingdom was highest level!
•  Traditionally 5 kingdoms!



Five Kingdoms!

Prokaryotes!
!
Protoctists:!
!
Fungi!
!
Plants!
!
Animals!

Archaea!

Bacteria!
Eukaryote Micro-organisms!
+ immediate descendents!

Eu
ka

ry
ot

es
!



Reminder: Eukaryote and Prokaryotes!

First appeared ~ 1.5 - 2 × 109 years ago           
complex structure, ~ 104 - 105 genes!

First appeared  !
~ 3 - 4 ×109 years ago!
Few thousand genes!



Genetic Analysis!

•  Adds quantitative information to morphological 
classifications!
–  Archaea are very different from bacteria!
–  Clarified family tree of animals!

•  Recent version in Science, 339, 764!
–  Humans share 93% to 99% of DNA with 

chimpanzees!
•  Large amounts of non-coding DNA can confuse!
•  Timescales do not always agree!
•  Genes and fossils being analyzed together!



Examples of Classification!

!
Domain!
Kingdom!
Phylum!
Class!
Order!
Family!
Genus !
Species!

Human Beings!
Eucarya!
Animalia!
Chordata!
Mammalia!
Primates!
Hominidae!
Homo!
Sapiens!

Garlic!
Eucarya!
Plantae!
Angiospermophyta!
Monocotyledonheae!
Liliales!
Liliaceae!
Allium!
Sativum!



Overall Structure!

•  Phylum represents basic body plan!
– e.g. radial or bilateral symmetry 

(chordates)!
– More phyla in sea (35) than on land (10)!

•  Domain most fundamental!
– Root of tree of life lies between archaea 

and bacteria!
– Eukaryotes closer to archaea!



Tree of Life!

Ciccarelli et al. 2006!
Science, 311, 1283!



Web may be better metaphor than tree!

Lateral transfer of 
genes:!
Very common among 
prokaryotes!
Also in eukaryotic cell!
(organelles)!



Fossils!

•  Preservation of hard parts (bones, teeth, …)!
•  Petrification (minerals replace organic matter)!
•  Molds (can preserve shape of soft parts)!
•  Organic matter preserved (bogs, ice, sand)!
•  Some DNA survives (only for recent)!
•  Bacteria!

–  Microfossils!
–  Colonies (Stromatolites)!

•  Isotopic ratios characteristic of life!



Dating Fossils!

Relative Dating!
Deeper layers 
are (usually) 
older!

absolute dates from radioactive decay          !
e.g., 14C!produced by cosmic rays!

C.R. + 14N           14C,  decays back to  14N    (1/2  in 5,730 yr)!
Works to < 60,000 yr ! !   !
 For older fossils, get date of layers above & below from volcanoes - !

e.g.,  40K          40Ar (1200 Myr), 235U         207Pb (700 Myr)!



Decay of Radioactive Atoms!



Era Period Myr 
Ago 

Life Forms Events 

     
Cenozoic Quaternary 2 H. sapiens Ice Ages 
 Tertiary 65 Primates Extinction of Dinosaurs 
     
Mesozoic Cretaceous 136 Birds South Atlantic open to 1900 

miles. 
     
 Jurassic 190  North Atlantic open to 600 miles 
     
 Triassic 225 Mammals Continental Drift 
     
Paleozoic Permian 280 Reptiles Pangaea breaks up 
 Carboniferous 345 Amphibians Formation of coal 
 Devonian 395 Insects  
 Silurian 430 Land Plants  
 Ordovician 500 Fish (Chordata) Burgess Shale forms 
 Cambrian 543 Trilobites  
Precambrian  545 Small Shelly 

fossils 
 

  580 Ediacarans  
  600–

800 
 Snowball Earth episodes 

   Multicellular life  
 





The Oldest Life!

•  Oldest stromatolites 3500 Myr ago!
•  Oldest certain to be microbial 3000 Myr ago!

– cyanobacteria!
•  Oldest microfossils (3800 Myr ago, maybe)!
•  Isotopic ratios suggest life by 3800 Myr ago!



Stromatolites!

Current (Australia)! Fossil (Australia, 3.2-3.6 Gyr old)!



Microbial Mats Preserved!
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While tromping across some of the world’s oldest rocks, geobiolo-
gists led by Nora Noffke of Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Vir-
ginia, discovered what looked like rolled-up mats of sand several 
centimeters thick encased in rock. These turned out to be the oldest 
known “microbially induced sedimentary structures,” distinctive 
shapes in sedimentary rock formed by layers of now-gone slime. 

All manner of microbes can live layered on the bottom of shal-
low waters. Such microbial layers bind sand grains to form sand-

laden mats, so that when, say, a strong current rips off a bit of mat 
and rolls it up, the sand form can be found embedded in rock eons 
later. In the December issue of Astrobiology, the scientists report 
fi nding a fresh mat fragment on a North Carolina barrier island 
(right) and examples lingering in 2.9-billion-year-old rock in 
southern Africa (middle) and in 3.5-billion-year-old rock in West-
ern Australia (left). No vestige of life, micro- or megascopic, older 
than the Australian example has been found.

Oldest Slime Mats

are formally peer-reviewed, says John Inglis, 
CSHL Press executive director. Although 
it’s not the fi rst attempt at a biology preprint 
server, he says “there is a growing desire in 
the community for this kind of service.”

Anybody can submit a paper, but 
“affi liate” scientists have agreed to screen 
submissions to “assure us that this is real 
science,” Inglis says. “We certainly don’t 
want the enterprise to be sunk by publishing 
a load of crap.” The site will publish papers 
only in the life sciences, not medicine. 
http://scim.ag/bioRxiv

New Delhi 5 

India’s Mars Mission Recovers

After an early hiccup, India’s maiden mis-
sion to Mars, Mangalyaan, is back on track, 
according to the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO). Launched on 
5 November from India’s spaceport Sri-
harikota, the spacecraft has been circling 
Earth as ISRO steadily raises its orbit, 
increasing the maximum distance between 
the satellite and the planet before it heads to 
Mars in December 2013. 

But on 11 November, during the fourth 
orbit-raising operation, the spacecraft hit a 
snag after an onboard rocket motor failed 
to respond to specifi c commands and tests 
as instructed by ground controllers, result-
ing in failure to reach the required velocity. 

To compensate for the loss, ISRO success-
fully carried out a supplementary burn on 
12 November. 

ISRO Chair K. Radhakrishnan says “the 
spacecraft is healthy and the orbit rais-
ing as planned went off successfully.” The 
$100 million mission will study the mar-
tian atmosphere after it reaches the Red 
Planet toward the end of 2014, following a 
10-month journey. 

Doha 6

Desert ‘Greening’ Experiment’s 
First Results
A project to “green” desert areas with a mix 
of technologies—producing food, biofuel, 
clean water, energy, and salt—reached a 
milestone last week. A pilot plant in Qatar, 
built by the Sahara Forest Project (SFP) and 
supported by Qatari fertilizer companies 
Yara International and Qafco, produced 

75 kilograms of vegetables per square meter 
in three crops annually, comparable to com-
mercial farms in Europe, while consuming 
only sunlight and seawater.  

In SFP’s greenhouse, fans blow hot des-
ert air through a honeycombed curtain with 
salt water trickling down it to produce cool, 
moist conditions suitable for growing veg-
etables. Some of that moisture is recaptured 
by condensation to provide fresh water to 
irrigate the plants. Similar evaporative cool-
ing is used to grow more crops outside, such 
as barley and arugula, and an onsite concen-
trated solar power plant provides electricity 
for the whole facility.

That a greenhouse with just 600 square 
meters of growing area produced such good 
yields suggests that a commercial plant 
could do even better, says SFP chief Joakim 
Hauge. SFP is now engaged in studies aimed 
at building a 20-hectare test facility near 
Aqaba in Jordan. http://scim.ag/greendesert 

Dampness does it. Using seawater to cool the air makes farming the desert feasible.

Published by AAAS

3500 Myr old       2900 Myr old            Contemporary!

Science 15 Nov. 2013!



Fossils from Burgess Shale  ~ 530 Myr Ago!
(S.J. Gould)!

Many basic body plans (phyla) 
tried out in Cambrian; some 
did not survive; never 
attempted again.!



Correct Version of Hallucigenia!



Diversity Rising!
N
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!

Major 
extinctions!

600          500          400          300          200         100          0!

E. O. Wilson: !
The Diversity of Life!
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400                                                     200 !

E. O. Wilson: !
The Diversity of Life!



Summary of Fossil Record!

Simple organisms first, more complex later!
Prokaryotes, eukaryotes, multi-cellular!
Not deterministic “progress”!
Recent (last 150 Myr) rise in diversity caused by 

flowering plants and insect hosts!
!Some organisms become more complex!
!Many stay about the same!

Increase in diversity and a “left wall of minimal 
complexity”!



S. J. Gould!



Theory of Evolution!

Developed independently by Darwin and Wallace!
Based on earlier ideas, but key feature was the role 

of selection!
!
Two Key ingredients:!
1.  Random, inheritable variations!
2.  Natural Selection (competition for scarce 

resources produces “survival of the fittest”)!
!



1.  ! Mutation is ultimate source of variation  
!(but sexual reproduction produces great 
!variation without many mutations)!

2.      Selection!
! !Organism level             species gradually evolves!
! !Species level! !    (speciation + extinction)!
! ! ! !“Life”  evolves!

Topics:!
Sexual Reproduction!
Gradualism vs. Punctuated Equilibrium!
Speciation: the role of geographical isolation!
Ecological niches!



Evolution in Action!

•  25 year experiment by Richard Lemski!
–  (Science, 15 Nov. 2013)!
– 58,000 generations of E. Coli!

•  Equivalent to 1 Myr of human evolution!
•  Fixed environment: glucose, citrate, …!
•  All 12 lines increased fitness (70% faster 

doubling)!
•  One developed new capability to use citrate!
•  A new species? (E. coli can’t use it)!
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tricks up their sleeves, a lot more potential 
to evolve in ways that one cannot anticipate.”  

One morning, Lenski and his colleagues 
noticed that the medium in one flask had 
grown turbid, a sign that it was unusually thick 
with bacteria. They suspected contamination 
but could not confirm it, so they dug out 
the most recent frozen sample of Ara-3, as 
that population was called, and restarted it. 
Three weeks later, the turbidity reappeared. 
This time, they thoroughly tested the culture 
and ruled out contamination. By growing 
the Ara-3 bacteria on different 
types of media, they discovered 
that the bacteria in that fl ask had 
evolved a new way to nourish 
themselves. Instead of relying 
on scarce glucose, they drew on 
a different energy source in their 
medium, citrate, which enabled 
them to reach much higher 
densities than in other flasks. 
“This was the biggest event in 
the entire E. coli experiment,” 
Adami says. “To have a complex 
new function develop seemingly 
from scratch is a big deal and 
quite remarkable.” 

It fell to graduate student 
Zachary Blount to figure out 
what happened. Was a single 
mutation responsible? And if so, 
why hadn’t this ability appeared 
earlier, since the bacteria had 
already had plenty of time to 
experience mutations in every 
possible gene? Or were multiple 
mutations required, and if so, 
when and in what order did 
they arise? To f ind answers, 
Blount rewound the tape of life, 
unfreezing earlier generations 
and letting them evolve again in 
the same medium. Citrate use 
emerged in four of 72 cultures, 
always in ones derived from more 
recently frozen samples. That suggested 
that multiple mutations underlie the trait. 
Populations from those later generations had 
already acquired the predisposing mutations 
and so could more readily take the next step. 

Blount and Lenski’s results, published 
in 2008, drew lots of attention, and not just 
from the media and scientific community. 
On his website, Conservapedia, conservative 
Christian Andrew Schlafly questioned the 
conclusion that the bacteria had evolved this 
striking new ability and requested Lenski’s 
original data. Lenski referred him to the 
original paper, but Schlafl y persisted. Lenski 
responded with a sharply worded response 

that went viral. “He immediately became a 
rock star of science,” Adami says. 

Meanwhile, the citrate work continued. 
The cost of sequencing microbial genomes 
dropped dramatically, enabling Blount to 
look at the specifi c genetic changes involved. 
He found that citrate users had undergone 
a duplication of a 2933-base piece of DNA 
that activated an otherwise silent gene coding 
for a citrate transporter. Subsequent genetic 
changes then tuned up the effi ciency of that 
transporter, he and Lenski reported in 2012. 

These citrate users are enabling Blount, 
now a postdoc in the lab, and Lenski to look 
at another aspect of evolution: the formation 
of new species. The usual test of separate 
species is that they are unable to interbreed 
successfully, a criterion that can’t be applied to 
bacteria because they don’t mate. But because 
one of E. coli’s defining characteristics is 
the inability to use citrate for energy in the 
presence of oxygen, the citrate-consuming 
bacteria could be seen as a new species. And 
they may even meet the traditional defi nition. 
Researchers can’t interbreed bacteria, but 
they can mix the genomes of separate strains. 
Bacteria that thrive on citrate do poorly on 

glucose, and melding the citrate users with the 
parent strain produces a less fi t hybrid, Lenski 
reported at the June evolution meeting.

Evolving endlessly 
Lenski no longer thinks about ending his 
experiment. “It’s become more and more 
apparent that it’s not good to just do short-
term experiments,” he says. “Any micro-
biology lab with enough people should be 
thinking about doing a 20-year experiment.” 
Funders agree. The project, once rejected by 

the National Institutes of Health, 
now has ongoing NSF support: 
a 10-year Long Term Research 
in Environmental Biology grant. 

And it is continuing to pay off, 
Lenski, Wiser, Ribeck, and their 
colleagues report online this 
week in Science (http://scim.ag/
MWiser). Researchers have long 
assumed that when organisms 
encounter a new environment, 
they will adapt very quickly at 
fi rst, then, as long as conditions 
are stable, ultimately reach an 
adapted state. At that point—
a “f itness peak”—adaptive 
evolution should vir tually 
stop. Wiser tested the fi tness of 
all 12 populations at 41 time 
points during their evolution, 
traveling back in time with 
the frozen samples. At 10,000 
generations—about 5 years—
it seemed the bacteria were 
reaching that fi tness peak. But 
now, after 50,000 generations, 
the improvement has slowed 
down but not leveled off as 
expected, Lenski’s team reports. 
“The notion of a fi tness peak is 
more elusive than I anticipated,” 
Lenski says. “I think f itness 
may well continue to increase 
for a million years.” Evolution 

is endless, it seems, even in a stable 
environment. “That’s a profound insight,” 
Boughman says. 

It’s also an encouraging portent for the 
future of Lenski’s cultures, which are now 
passing 58,500 generations. “If you asked 
me 20 years ago, I thought [the researchers] 
were running out of new things to learn,” 
Levin says. Now, “I think they should go 
on indefi nitely.” Lenski agrees. During his 
presidential address at the recent evolution 
meeting, he made a plea: “If you know 
anyone who would like to endow a million-
year experiment, have them get in touch 
with me.” –ELIZABETH PENNISI

Pileup. Zachary Blount used all these petri dishes to study how one fl ask of bac-

teria evolved the ability to consume citrate.

Published by AAAS

The Graduate Student and all the Petri dishes used 
to figure out how the bacteria “learned” to use citrate !



Why Sex?  
(Or why do males exist?)!

•  Sexual reproduction (meiosis) allows more variation!
–  Allows favorable mutations from two lines to 

combine!
–  Protects against harmful mutations!

•  But, if only females, more gene copies, more efficient 
reproduction!
–  Short term fitness might favor asexual!

•  Protection against harmful mutations is key feature!
•  “Males are allowed to exist after all, because they 

help females get rid of deleterious mutations.”!
–  Science, 311, 960 (Feb. 17, 2006)!



Elephants and relatives  !

Gradualist!

Punctuated!
Equilibrium!



Speciation!

•  Darwin’s “Origin of Species” did not explain!
•  Modern synthesis – Ernst Mayr!

– Geographic isolation!
•  Islands!
•  Mountaintops!

– Genetic drift!
– Varieties no longer interfertile: new species!

•  Adapting to different, but close environments!
– Hybrids are not well adapted!



The Origin of Species!

•  Galapagos Islands!
–  0.4 to 7 Myr old volcanic islands!
–  Darwin collected birds from various islands!
–  Looked and acted quite different!
–  Upon return, ornithologist told him they were all 

closely related species.!
–  Idea of “natural selection” by new environment!
–  Beaks highly adapted to food source!
–  Called “finches” but family is still disputed!



Diversification of Beaks!

One is a “vampire finch” (not shown)!



Land Iguana 



Marine Iguanas 





Ecological Niches!

•  “Niche” (a way of making a living)!
–  Different food source!
–  Different microclimate!
–  Species diversity high when environment is 

complex!
•  Convergence!

–  With long geographic isolation!
–  Find similar types of animals!
–  From very different evolutionary sources!



Australian Marsupials! World continent !
placental mammals!



Location of the Galapagos!

About 500 miles west!
of Ecuador.!
Cape Verde Islands !
about 350 miles west!
of Africa. !
Similar environment.!
Completely different!
plants and animals!



Darwin’s Conclusion in Origin of Species!

I believe this grand fact can receive no sort of 
explanation on the ordinary view of independent 
creation; whereas on the view here maintained, it 
is obvious that the Galapagos Islands would be 
likely to receive colonists, whether by occasional 
means of transport or by formerly continuous 
land, from America; and the Cape de Verde 
Islands from Africa; and that such colonists would 
be liable to modification;—the principle of 
inheritance still betraying their original birthplace.!



Statements about Evolution!
True or False   (& Why?)!
!

1.  People who move to the south and adapt to 
hot weather are an example of evolution!

2.  Almost all species that ever lived are now 
extinct!

3.  Extinction represents a failure of evolution!
4.  A natural catastrophe, like an asteroid 

impact or an ice age, is needed to cause 
natural selection!

5.  Evolution always selects more complex, 
intelligent organisms for survival!

6.  Major diversification of surviving groups 
usually follows a mass extinction!



Evolution: Theory or Fact?!

•  Facts!
–  fossils and ages are facts!
–  Order of origins of groups (fossil record) is a fact!
–  Genetic relationships are facts!

•  Theory (explanation of facts)!
–  Variations and selection!
–  Theory makes predictions!
–  Predictions are checked !
–  Theory is refined!



IF Intelligent Design were a scientific 
theory…!

•  Assume a silicon chip designed life on Earth!
•  Would such a theory predict:!

–  Increase in complexity with time in fossil 
record?!

– Continued speciation? !
– Vestigial legs in whales?!
– Genomes full of genes from other 

organisms? … and full of non-coding DNA?!
–   Galapagos organisms like those in 

Ecuador, not Cape Verde islands?!



Evolution and Religion!

•  Vatican Conference on Evolution!
– Mar 3-7, 2009!
– On occasion of 150 years since Origin of 

Species!
– Explored compatibility!



““That our earth is the only planet in the stellar universe 
where the development of organized and intelligent 
life exists, that our sun is in all probability the center 
of the whole material universe, and that the supreme 
end and purpose of this vast universe was the 
production and development on our earth, of the 
living soul in the perishable body of man, are the 
conclusions which Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace sets 
forth in an article in the current number of the 
‘Fortnightly Review’.” 

•  From the International Herald Tribune, March 5, 1903!

Purpose in Evolution?!



Any Questions?! 


